On March 3rd 2017, when Jewish Human Rights Watch placed this warning in Scottish Newspapers - distributed nationally, it was met with disbelief and accusations of exaggeration. Sadly, the following research proves these warnings to be well-founded.
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FOREWORD

David Collier and Jewish Human Rights Watch are to be congratulated on the research into the beliefs and attitudes of the Scottish Palestinian Solidarity Campaign (SPSC).

Using evidence from SPSC members’ own social media pages, it is clearly demonstrated that well over 40% of the supporters are anti-Semitic and holocaust deniers.

This report is not about the conflict and it is not about Israeli government policy. It is about a group of people who use this pain as an excuse to hate Jews, to terrorise Jews and to harass Jews. This hatred of Jews is brazen. SPSC supporters share information between themselves depicting Jews in control of the media, Jews controlling the banks (they seem obsessed by Rothschild), they deny the holocaust, the story of Anne Frank is a hoax, Jews are “fake Jews”. I could go on, but I think when you read the report the thrust is clear. SPSC has nothing to do with supporting Palestinian men, women and children, their economic development or their human rights, it is a vehicle for the hatred of Jews. If “Anti-Semitism is a crime” this report demonstrates that SPSC is populated by “criminals”.

It is sad to note that the evidence that David Collier presents is not hidden or secret but has been shared on social media accounts. Some of these activists have their profiles open to everyone. Many of these images have been in the public domain, and have been for years. Yet SPSC is supported by councillors, trade unionists, MPs and MSPs, without question. I would suggest that these people read this report, look at the images and think about whether SPSC is a fit and proper organisation to support.

A spokesman for Glasgow City Council recently stated: “The European Convention of Human Rights enshrines the rights to peaceful assembly and freedom of expression. However, these rights are not absolute. They must be balanced by the responsibility to ensure the rights of others are not infringed.” For some time now the discourse in Scotland about Israel has not been balanced and this imbalance has been fuelled by one organisation in particular. Let’s be clear, SPSC is not about support for Palestinians. This is about Jew hate. Others who align with the SPSC may have good intentions, but cannot escape the fact that by their association with this group they are colluding with the spread of hate speech in Scotland. Indeed, in SPSCs own words “Anti-Semitism is a crime”. They are supporting criminals, and for this they should think deeply about the harm they are doing.

I commend David Collier for his findings as well as the work of Jewish Human Rights Watch in bringing together Jews, non-Jews, business people and students to promote human rights. It must have been soul destroying to be immersed in the well of hatred that is SPSC and I thank JHRW for funding this research. Perhaps now an honest debate about anti-Semitism in Scotland can start.

Mark Taylor
Honorary President Aberdeen Synagogue and Jewish Community Centre
SUMMARY

As part of ongoing research into anti-Semitism within the UK, the Scottish Palestine Solidarity Campaign (SPSC) has been followed closely for over two years.

Everywhere the SPSC stands, there is widespread evidence of anti-Semitism. Not an anti-Semitism that is explained away as an exaggerated description of Israel’s activity. Nor an anti-Semitism that has anything to do with opposition to Israeli government policy. It is a hard-core hatred of Jews, anti-Semitic global conspiracy theory and Holocaust denial.

At every event checked, on every high street, at every demonstration, those pushing hard-core anti-Semitic ideology were at the very front of SPSC activity.

Two separate case studies suggested that between 40% and 50% of SPSC front line activists (at a minimum) engage in sharing Jew-hating material.

This report lays out some of the findings of this research.

THE SPSC

The Scottish Palestine Solidarity Campaign (SPSC) is “a Scottish organisation which campaigns in self-declared ‘solidarity’ with the Palestinian people”. It is far smaller than the English PSC. It does not appear to be as cohesive or well-defined and does not openly display its own internal power structure.

Additionally, because of the proximity of most of the active branches, the lines between the different cities become blurred. Many activists appear at events held in several different Scottish cities. In this way, investigating the SPSC resembles research into the English PSC in London, where there was no clear loyalty to branch membership. People from one area would easily travel the hour to attend an event at a different branch.

Therefore, activists locally recognised as being attached to Glasgow, may appear under Edinburgh if they were ‘captured’ by the research during an Edinburgh event. But this in no way impacts upon the findings or is relevant to the research.

The SPSC operates as the ‘mother ship’. The activity on the ground is organised by the members of the SPSC branches. Just as with the PSC in England, when the SPSC calls to arms the soldiers arrive from the branches.

According to the SPSC, there are dozens of active branches across Scotland. As shall be shown, this is entirely false. The total number of visibly active SPSC members appears surprisingly small. The same faces constantly appear at different branches, different events and on different street stalls. Towards the end of the research, the faces became recognisable through their regular appearance.
RESEARCH

The argument over anti-Semitism and anti-Zionism is in the news almost every day. The SPSC is vocal in suggesting that criticism of Israel is not anti-Semitism. But this argument is built on fallacy – because no-one is making that argument in the first place.

What is suggested is that SPSC members frequently cross the line between legitimate criticism of Israel and classic anti-Semitic tropes. Further, many SPSC activists align with ideologies that adhere to the trope of ‘global Jewish control’. This research sought to analyse anti-Semitic activity within the SPSC by altering the lens through which anti-Semitism is viewed.

The level of anti-Semitism in some cases was truly frightening. There were accusations that the Jews bring their persecution on themselves because of their subversive behaviour. Holocaust denial was also uncovered.

Initial online research was conducted to split the branches into active and non-active groups. It was at this early stage that it became apparent that online SPSC activity is distorted to create a larger-than-life appearance.

Online activity of the individual branches was then used to identify core ‘activists’ at each branch. This element was critical as the intent here was to separate the central PSC activists from the casual remark, occasional share, or one-time attendee at an event.

Once the activist had been identified, an investigation was carried out to find whether this person was pushing global Jewish conspiracy theories, Holocaust denial or sharing classic anti-Semitic tropes. At no point in the research were the activist’s attitudes towards the Israeli-Palestinian conflict considered.

Earlier research into anti-Israel activity in the UK indicated that at least 40% of the activists who attend demonstrations also promote vile anti-Semitic theories on their social media page. This research set out to test that theory through examining SPSC events, demonstrations and street stalls.

To support the test and to assist in quantifying anti-Semitic levels within the SPSC, two larger case studies were conducted: one in Glasgow and one in Edinburgh.

ANTI-SEMITISM

This research sets an unnaturally high standard for anti-Semitism. Tolerance levels were raised to avoid the deflective argument over ‘criticism of Israel’. The approach to anti-Semitism is identical to the position taken in similar research into the English PSC earlier in 2017.

Had the adopted lens deemed that to call Israel a ‘Nazi’ state is anti-Semitic, almost every SPSC activist would fail. In more direct language, according to the recently adopted UK Government definition of anti-Semitism, the majority of SPSC activists identified, display anti-Semitic views. I sought, however, to set the bar much higher.

The research is disassociated from the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Therefore, almost any reference to Israel’s treatment of the Palestinians, however anti-Semitic, is ignored. The research ignored all talk of Israel committing genocide, of being as bad or worse than the Nazis and all manner of other distortions.

Almost all discussion about 1930s Zionist activity has similarly been discounted, both inside British Palestine and in any discussions with the Italians or Germans.

I would point out that during this research, I continued to notice a growing trend of the use of the term ‘real Jews’ to describe the anti-Zionist Jews. There is a tendency in anti-Israel activism to refute the Jewish identity of Zionists. I find this deeply uncomfortable. This is beyond the scope of the research, but surely is an area that needs further investigation.

Another visible element that was not used for this research was the tendency to apply an individual’s actions to label the actions of the state. So rather than the state being the vehicle through which people are, for better or worse, enabled through their freedom, the state of Israel becomes shackled and vilified through the actions of individual citizens. The implication being that something is ‘genetically’ wrong with the state. England, placed into a similar test tube, would become a nation that rapes and kills women because of Peter Sutcliffe.

What has been highlighted in this research consists of three central elements:

➤ Holocaust denial/revisionism

➤ The expansion of Israel into a controlling global Jew (conspiracy theory)

➤ Fixation on Jews, classic anti-Semitic tropes
QUALIFICATION

There are three central deflective tactics employed to attack research such as this.

Firstly, that everybody can "like" an image by mistake.

Secondly, that I have been selective, hand-picking the people who best support my argument.

Thirdly, that I am simply conflating anti-Semitism with criticism of Israel.

The method of qualification was designed deliberately to refute all three arguments.

First, to be picked up by this research an activist must have shared or posted him/herself, at least three different articles, photos or comments, that promote anti-Semitic ideology.

Second, I did not hand-pick the activists. Their identification was handed to me by images on the SPSC web pages and those who attended SPSC events. This was not going to be an investigation into those who randomly comment on a web page. Almost everybody included in this research attends small demonstrations or mans an SPSC stall in the local high street. These are the SPSC soldiers. The ‘hard-core’ support.

Third, the conflict between Israel and the Palestinians is avoided entirely. It is never considered or mentioned. All the usual SPSC strategy - accusing Israel of acting like Nazis, lying about Israeli actions, using fabricated quotes to demonise Israel, or spreading fake imagery - have been ignored. At no point is the conflict considered at all. That deflective argument will not work against the anti-Semitism in this report. Rather the opposite is true: this report highlights those who conflate their hatred of Jews with sympathy for the Palestinians.
AT THE VERY START

In more direct terms, that outside of the core cities, the movement does not really exist. Although the SPSC has scores of regional areas with dedicated Facebook pages, these branches receive no likes or shares on any of their posts. They post no unique material, upload no original photos, nor do they hold any events. These pages were apparently set up, and are maintained by activists from the central SPSC branches. I have labelled these ‘fake’ branches as ‘clones’.

To highlight the size of this PR stunt, ‘clone’ branches outnumber the real active areas by about 6:1.

As an example, Mick Napier posted about a Jackie Walker event on 30th March at 19:21.


It appears that one person was posting to most of these groups.

A wider and far clearer example can be used:

East Dunbartonshire SPSC is a Facebook page with few likes, no events and no photos of any activity. On 14 September 2016, someone with posting permission on the page posted a story involving the Scottish National Party.

Instantly a page without movement had a post shared 33 times. Yet absurdly that post did not receive a single ‘like’ by anyone who saw it. Many of these shares were immediate: SPSC West Lothian, North Ayrshire, Argyll and Bute, South Ayrshire, Scottish Borders, East Lothian, Falkirk, Renfrewshire, Perth and Kinross, Moray, North Lanarkshire, Midlothian, East Renfrewshire, Dumfries and Galloway, East Ayrshire, Angus, Clackmannanshire, Eilean Siar, Highland, Shetland Islands, Inverclyde, Forth Valley, South Lanarkshire and Stirling.

This indicates that 24 ‘dummy’ or ‘clone’ branch pages have their online activity directed through a central control with one person having posting access to most, if not all, of these regional pages.

Outside of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Dundee, Fife, Dunbartonshire and Inverness, there seems to be very little, if any, real SPSC action. Where it does occur, it is dependent on activists from the main branches to go ahead. Even then, some activity as in Dundee, is more about students at the university than local SPSC activists.
SPSC TOP-TABLE. CHRISTMAS DINNER 2015

This is the SPSC top-table, an SPSC Christmas dinner. Karen Bett, SPSC Treasurer posted the image. Ten people are tagged in the image. Mick Napier who is the SPSC Secretary is also present.

Napier says he has spent his life fighting racism. You would expect at the very least, at this level, a squeaky-clean entourage around the Christmas dinner table. Anti-Israel activism does not work that way. Ever.

This image is of Steve Davies, who was at the dinner, with Nicola Sturgeon, First Minister of Scotland:

Hosted by ‘Chris Doc’.

Here are two of his posts. The link in the article on the left uses the term ‘Holohoax’ and is a blatant article denying the Holocaust. The one on the right simply refers to Jewish (Rothschild) control, suggesting those who control the world (Rothschild) have started a war to remove Gaddafi to maintain economic power.

This from the link on the Holocaust:

“The biggest single source of Holohoax propaganda in modern times is Jewish Hollywood. Most people’s views of the Second World War are formed by watching movies and the Jewish propaganda documentaries on Jewish owned or run channels such as the History Channel, National Geographic channel or the BBC”

Here is another post from Davies. [I received a warning from Google about the content before being allowed to access it].
That post is also about the Holocaust. One comment even points out that the post is clearly anti-Semitic. (One wonders in which world Holocaust denial is NOT anti-Semitic).

These quotes from the link: “It is the ghastly truth of the Jewish-orchestrated plundering, mass rape, mass murder, and subjugation of the German people in the latter days and aftermath of World War Two, which continues to this day”

“These were the real death camps of World War Two, not the slave labour and internment camps run by the Germans in the alleged Jewish “holocaust”, which is a Jewish fraud and lie”

Davies is not alone at the Christmas table. These from Samantha Penman.

Penman seems to like sharing David Icke posts.

Here is one of her own:

That last post falls back on the “Israel is controlling ISIS” conspiracy. Notice that Napier himself liked that one. Chris Doc, who also liked it, appears elsewhere in this report.
The post was shared by Penman:

The post discusses the reasons Jews have been persecuted, disputes the Holocaust and concludes that Jews are responsible for all the evils of the world, and by extension, their own persecution.

This from the article:

“I found out that the Jews are responsible for our wide-open immigration policies that have created the nightmare we call “multiculturalism,” “diversity,” inclusiveness” and “pluralism.”

“It is mostly they who push for race mixing and miscegenation, knowing full well that it would eventually lead to those of white European descent being minorities in their own countries and the eventual extermination of white European DNA.”

It goes on:

“What I have trouble understanding is why they continue this behavior in whichever society they live, knowing that eventually they will overplay their hand and their perfidy will be exposed yet again. Has history taught them nothing?”

The post represents blatant far right fascist, anti-Semitic ideologies.

Elizabeth Saor Alba was also tagged at the Christmas dinner table:

In these posts, Zionists are blamed for 9/11, controlling ISIS and we see evidence of a Charlie Hebdo conspiracy theory. Another person at the SPSC top-table who feels comfortable sharing the posts of David Icke.
Barry Dalgleish was also tagged. Dalgleish shared this video by conspiracy addict Christopher Greene of AMTV.

He shared this next post with Glasgow SPSC. Notice how someone tells him it is one of the worst conspiracy theories, to which he responds, “it is not so far-fetched.”

And another:

This is also notable because it is from the ‘Rehmat’ website - a vile anti-Semitic site that has material shared on hardcore neo-Nazi websites like Rense.com.

As an indication, this is a recent post from the Rehmat site.
We end the section on the Christmas dinner having highlighted posts from four of the ten tagged in the image (40%). This level of anti-Semitism must change the way SPSC activism is viewed.

Look at this image posted by Karen Bett:

The image is a protest inside Barclays Bank Glasgow. SPSC claim to be there on a humanitarian issue. They are standing inside a UK bank trying to persuade people to boycott the Jewish state. One of the four people asking for people to boycott the Jewish state has posted about universal Jewish ‘perfidy’. Another posts anti-Semitic conspiracy theories. Two out of the four named. 50%.

**SPSC WEST DUNBARTONSHIRE**

To highlight the open hypocrisy of the SPSC, the small group in West Dunbartonshire can be used as an example. For this reason, it has been placed first. We can trace the group back, through an online article to a core of about ten people. Most of that core group is still intact, controls the online presence, arranges the events and mans the demonstrations.

West Dunbartonshire is an area that has and continues to receive local government support from councillors such as Jim Bollan and Jonathan McColl. In 2011, there was a report on Jim Bollan in UK Media Watch who had described Hamas as ‘freedom fighters’.

This from Mick Napier:

“West Dunbartonshire continues to lead where other local authorities should follow. The council implemented a boycott of Israel during the last huge massacre in 2008-9.”

They raised a Palestinian flag over the Municipals buildings in 2014.

Following accusations of anti-Semitism against the local group, the local Dumbarton newspaper ran an article that debunked the idea.
From the news report, the group claimed to have about 12 members. The three people in that photo are Chris Docherty, Martin Milligan and Aminah (Margaret) Frank.
Highlighting also that Karen Bett ‘liked’ a post suggesting Paris attacks were Mossad false flags.
There is also a Facebook Group called ‘West Dunbartonshire Supports the People of Palestine’ (WDSPP) that seems to be run by Chris Docherty. These people are actively on our streets:

Persuading people to boycott the Jewish state, in the photo we see Chris Doc and Martin Milligan from the newspaper article. This time, we also have Caroline Wardle.

Here is one of Caroline’s posts:

Chris Doc, Martin Milligan, and Caroline Wardle - three out of the five adults manning a stall persuading people to boycott the Jewish state, all pushing hard-core anti-Semitic conspiracy theories. 60%. Or even worse if we use the article from the newspaper. In a blatant case of denial, all three activists who brazenly suggested there are no anti-Jewish sentiments in the WDSPSC have all shared numerous vile anti-Semitic posts. Three out of three. Or 100%.

The protests are not empty threats.
This is Milligan, celebrating his victory. He successfully managed to hound a stall out of business and crows about it. His timeline was full of congratulations for his incredible work.

He pushes vile hard-core anti-Semitic conspiracy theories, boycotts business from the Jewish state and celebrates when one closes. It doesn’t look the same when you understand some people may be conflating their anti-Semitism with sympathy for the Palestinians.

Here is another image from WDSPSC:

Frank and Milligan are already known to us. Now they are outside Asda ‘informing the public’ of their beliefs.

Here are some posts from Maureen McCurley:
And more:

The article on the right is from Veteranstoday.com, a deeply anti-Semitic, hard-core conspiracy website.

The Asda stall above provides another example for the study. At least three out of five on the stall share anti-Semitic posts, 60%. From a group that went to the press to loudly protest their innocence about anti-Semitic attitudes, we have:

- Mossad to blame for the death of Princess Diana and 9/11.
- Also, that Israel controls ISIS.
- That Rothschild controls all the central banks.
- That hate-preacher ‘Bakir’ is a Mossad mole and behind the Woolwich attack.
- That Jewish organisations use their power to protect paedophiles.
- That 25,000 Ukrainian children were kidnapped by Israel to harvest their organs.
- That Al-Baghdadi is Jewish.
- That Israel launched a nuclear strike on Yemen.
- And that the Paris attacks were Mossad false flag operations.

Another image:

This is a link (NSFW) to the Rothschild/Burns video.

It follows the same narrative as many of the conspiracies that deny the Holocaust. It ‘sort of happened’, but only to good Jews, not the bad Jews, who follow a ‘satanic cult’. These ‘satanic Jews’, orchestrated the world wars and were behind Hitler (this video actually pushed Hitler as Jew).

This hard-core group is mobile, financed and productive. The following pages address this.

The boys hit Stirling.
And from the event:

**Martin Milligan, Manuel Cifuentes Jeldes and Julie Macgregor**

Milligan, whom we have already met, does not only post conspiracy theories regarding ISIS, killing Princess Diana or dropping Neutron bombs:

Julie Macgregor can help explain when someone suggested that the Rothschild conspiracy was not true (from a discussion on that Milligan Rothschild post):

Julie Macgregor Matt as someone who has devoted a considerable amount of time researching the history of the global elite, the Khazarian dynasty and their impact on subverting the course of history. I must take issue with your comments as you seem to be falling for the oldest sewn of all time. I am more than happy to provide you with an extensive reading list and evidence base. Are you aware of who formed the Federal Reserve? Or even what it is? Are you aware of the importance of people like Jacob Schiff, JP Morgan, and The Rothsberge in the entrapping of humanity? Are you really interested in how Israel was formed and why? It is not about capitalism, although we’re on the subject I also suggest you investigate the role of the elite in the creation, funding and propagation of Communism and Bolshevism - both Jewish led and funded movements. A good place to start is with Carol Gillian, Eastlake Mullens or Edward Griffin - The Creature from Jekyll Island.

Like Reply 3 6 November 2016 at 17:39
Manuel Cifuentes Jeldes

Three out of four. 75%.
This is the anti-Israel activity on the streets of Stirling.

CELTIC – THE SHAMING OF A BRAND

The reason this follows the West Dunbartonshire section and not the Glasgow section will become apparent shortly.

In August of 2016, Celtic FC played in a Champions League qualifier against Hapoel Be’er Sheva from Israel. During the match, Palestinian flags were raised, resulting in Celtic being fined for the behaviour of their supporters.

Following this, a fundraising campaign was launched. The amount it raised dwarfed the original fine.

This is how the fundraiser explained it:

“At the Champions League match with Hapoel Be’er Sheva on 17 August 2016, the Green Brigade and fans throughout Celtic Park flew the flag for Palestine. This act of solidarity has earned Celtic respect and acclaim throughout the world. It has also attracted a disciplinary charge from UEFA, which deems the Palestinian flag to be an ‘illicit banner’.”

The truth, however, is far darker. Manuel Cifuentes Jeldes was one of those who organised and distributed the flags at the match. During an interview, he said this:

“I can’t tell you how it was paid for or by whom! There’s every chance we will meet an Israeli team again. To give this information plays into the hands of anyone who wishes to halt our right to free speech and peaceful protest.

I can tell you that there were a few organisations involved. Our organisation, West Dunbartonshire Supports the People of Palestine *were instrumental in provision and distribution*. Seven of us set up camp at the main entrance of the stadium and supplied the flags to fans who wished to defy the ban.”

Manuel Cifuentes Jeldes was therefore one of the central organisers.

This is Jeldes:

Three out of four. 75%.
This is the anti-Israel activity on the streets of Stirling.
It is worth actually viewing the video just to understand what mindset helped organise the Celtic demonstration against a football team from Israel.

Unsurprisingly Martin Milligan from ‘West Dunbartonshire supports the people of Palestine’, a co-founder of WDSPSC, was there too:

James Tait was tagged by Milligan in Milligan’s photo of the action. Tait posted this himself, still before kick-off.

This is Martin Milligan.

A reminder again of how all this started:

All down ‘to a few of us’. I am sure he had a lot to celebrate. It was a great PR stunt, that embedded the Palestinian flag into hard-core Celtic support. And the driving motivation? A belief in global Jewish conspiracy.
The next one had to stand alone. Tait shared the infamous antisemitic forgery, "Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion". It describes a secret plan for Jewish global domination.

Mohammed Tahir Irshad was also involved. In one post there was an exchange with Milligan over Milligan 'having done more'.

Irshad will be explored more thoroughly in the section on Glasgow activists.

The interview with Jeldes mentioned about seven people in action. The research found four. Each of them pushes vile anti-Semitic theories on their Facebook page. They share the 'Protocols of the Elders of Zion' and other vile Jew-hating material. This is what stood outside the Celtic ground and asked fans to help protest against the Jewish State.

 Mohammed Tahir Irshad

McKenna’s article is a perfect example of how anti-Israel propaganda works. The truth is simple. Celtic fans flew the flag for Palestine because a few thugs who post racist material, were motivated enough to actively create a demonstration. Once the ball was rolling, normal societal dynamics played their part.

What if Israel were an African nation, and the handful of thugs who were motivated to gather outside Celtic, and stir up enough activity to create a protest, all regularly posted hard-core, anti-black, racist ideologies - would his paper still be supportive?

It is this cultural blindness to hard-core anti-Semitism that is the major issue.

It is this which enables the sharing of the “Protocols” without comment. Celtic became heavily embroiled in an anti-Israel PR stunt because some supporters apparently have deep rooted anti-Semitic feelings. It then plays out with viral footage and supportive articles in the mainstream media.

This group has now organised a ‘Palestinian Scottish Cultural Festival’ for July 29

Hosted by ‘Chris Doc’.
A post apologising to Maureen McCurley for being unable to attend. Milligan is also involved.

WDSPSC are clearly an active group. They have access to finance and local council support. They have had some noticeable publicity. Yet almost all the front-line activists share deeply offensive anti-Jewish material.

Given the findings of this report there is certain to be a lot of anti-Jewish feeling gathering in Dumbarton at the end of July.

SPSC DUNDEE

The online member list of the Dundee Branch of the SPSC reads like a who’s who of the Glasgow and Edinburgh branches. The online group seems to have collapsed because of a lack of interest. The Jackie Walker event took place on campus.

Discounting the university event, which was dependent on student activists, they seem to have held only a couple of events in the last twelve months.

However, the Palestinian flag waves over Dundee Town Hall and there is a street in the city named after ‘Nablus’. Clearly there are activist Councillors.

The university also provides student ‘fodder’ for conversion. Yet the only reason this group has been given a page of its own is because of two activists from the town that require highlighting.

This is Patricia Athena at a march in Dundee at a SPSC event on 6th May 2017.
Patricia has posted dozens of anti-Semitic conspiracy posts. These are just some:

Then there is Barbara Hudson. Hudson is also highly active. This is an image of Barbara with Nicola Sturgeon:

It isn’t just rabid anti-Semitic conspiracy. This is from Hudson — a link to a YouTube video full of conspiracy regarding the Holocaust. ‘Please take the time to watch this’ she says:
Certainly not one to be outdone, Athena has posted many articles that have dealt with the Holocaust. But she posted this video, twice.

Patricia Athena is an activist who has attended demonstrations across the UK. This picture is highly symbolic:

Ahava in London.

A shop forced to close because of anti-Israel demonstrations. A smiling lady waving a Palestinian flag. But behind the smile? Rabid anti-Semitic conspiracy theory and posts about Holocaust denial. In describing the closure, Jonathan Hoffman, then co-vice Chair of the Zionist Federation, said the shop “was hounded out of London, as if it were Berlin in the 1930s.” It is difficult to argue with that comment now.

SPSC INVERNESS

Facebook group ‘Highland – Palestine’ seems to be the outlet. It is a small and isolated group.

Tagged in the image are ‘Nahed Sky Manna Gadalla’ and ‘Stephen Mcg’

Meet Stephen.
Then there is the poster of the image, Heather Ripley:

Incredibly the poster of the Rothschild ‘banking’ conspiracy argued that it is not anti-Semitic because it only picks on one Jewish family. Ripley likes to indulge in conspiracy tales, and seems to be a ‘9/11 truther’. Ripley also shares posts from vile anti-Semitic sites such as Veterans Today. Even though some of those tagged in the photo at Inverness do not have accessible Facebook accounts, three out of six returned anti-Semitic posts. 50%
SPSC FIFE

SPSC Fife is a small group that is effectively held afloat by one man, Bill Mair. The activity of SPSC Fife is also dependent on intersectionality. Mair is active with other political causes and calls on them to stand in solidarity.

Here for example is Mair in Edinburgh - there because he clearly does not have enough volunteers to man a stall in Fife.

This is the only tagged image I found. Note the multiple groups taken to man a single stall.

Here are some posts from Bill Mair.
The video in the bottom right features a darling of the SPSC supporters, Ken O’Keefe - a 9/11 truther who is convinced Mossad was involved in the September 11 2001 attacks and promotes very dark conspiracy tales regarding the ‘Greater Israel project’.

The other demonstrator tagged at the stall was ‘Eddie Rockss’. Here are some of his posts:

‘Unlike the Jews lies this is actually true’. Just so nobody thinks it was an accident.

The three sites listed, ‘Rehmat1’, ‘Nodsinfo’ and ‘Renegadetribune’ are all vile anti-Semitic sites that openly post Holocaust denial articles.

Rockss can be used to further highlight the absurdity of the denial of anti-Semitism. This was posted in response to recent allegations:

Fife SPC images provide evidence that two out of the two tagged post anti-Semitic material. 100%.

One even promotes Holocaust denial. Standing on the streets of Fife, waving a SPSC banner, trying to persuade people to boycott Israel.
SPSC ABERDEEN

Although SPSC Aberdeen exists, most activity is carried out under the name ‘Aberdeen 4 Palestina’. The group are small but noisy.

**What is the difference between anti-Semitism and anti-Zionism?**

This research has deliberately side-stepped the issue of the conflict to focus only on hard-core anti-Semitic thought.

**To highlight how the denial of anti-Semitism is meaningless,** we can use the example of anti-Israel Aberdeen activist and SPSC Aberdeen member Sandy Cheyne.

Cheyne is clearly on the streets and active in supporting SPSC Aberdeen. Like many anti-Israel activists, Cheyne speaks of anti-Semitism frequently, and argues that all these accusations of anti-Semitism are just propaganda. In a deeply anti-Semitic attack, anti-Israel activists tend to suggest there is some dark and powerful Zionist control which clamps down on free speech. In any event it is instructive to view the near-obsession with denying the existence of anti-Semitism.

**These are some of Cheyne’s posts on anti-Semitism:**

On these next pages we can see some of Cheyne’s posts:
Israel kills its own teenagers. Zionist money owns the mainstream media. Kennedy was assassinated because he wanted to take on ‘the Rothschilds’.

The initial post (top left) is illuminating because it is a misquote. Theresa May did not use the word ‘Zionists’ in her speech, she used the word ‘Jew’. This an explicit example of admission that anti-Israel activists know by switching the word from ‘Jew’ to ‘Zionist’, they skip over the anti-Semitic charge.

These are two more posts by Cheyne. As you view these, remember, Cheyne adamantly denies charges of anti-Semitism.

He has ‘zero tolerance’ towards it:

Israel destroys entire village, leaves children homeless - Middle East Rising
Israel and USsomething happening, including to create new Palestinian refugees. Palestinian children are not safe, but more they are the result of...-

Jewish greed? Global banking control?

These are worth bearing in mind when you hear the protest from the SPSC that they oppose anti-Semitism.

The ‘central’ anti-Israel figure in Aberdeen is Angus Neil Maclean. An SPSC supporter, he founded the ‘Aberdeen & Palestine’ group. Angus likes honouring the fighters of the radical Islamic terror group Hezbollah.
On many occasions, the image of the article does not do justice to the anti-Semitism contained within it. For example, take the article on the previous page - the bottom right, from ‘smoklo.com’. Below is an image from inside the article Angus shared:

A search of the website for the term ‘Holocaust’ on ‘smoloko’ indicates perfectly the rabid Jew hating level of the site. (NSFW)

There is only one admin on the ‘Aberdeen 4 Palestina’ website. Angus. This is the type of material shared there:
'Brother Nathaniel' runs 'Real Jew News' and spreads tales of the Jewish world order. Here is another share by the same poster:

This time, Angus 'liked' it. Note the clear anti-Semitic comments about money. This fixation blatantly focuses on Jews rather than Zionists and none of this has anything to do with Palestinian welfare.

We also refer to the source website. This time it is 'theuglytruth'. The strapline of that site is 'Intelligent 'anti-Semitism' for thinking Gentiles'. A short browse highlights the anti-Semitic swamp providing information into the SPSC activists world vision. (NSFW)

This is from the comment section in a post Angus shared in April. 'Solving today's problems by feeding Jews to the Roman lions':

One final image. Another photo that Angus has liked:

It would be interesting to understand how this is an 'anti-Zionist' rather than anti-Semitic image. There will be more on the poster of that image, Gavin Turpie, shortly.
ABERDEEN – THE BOYCOTT OF JERICHO COSMETICS

There is a stall in Union Square, Aberdeen that is a small business run by an Israeli living in the UK, Nissan Ayalon.

Nissan has apparently been chased across the UK. He was hounded out of Northern Ireland and then from Glasgow. SPSC have actively tried to destroy his business in Aberdeen. There have been legal challenges to the protests. It has been discussed in Aberdeen City Council.

“The councillors voiced vague unsubstantiated accusations of ‘anti-Semitism masked as anti-Israel sentiment’, a charge robustly challenged by Unite regional officer Tommy Campbell”

Recently, SPSC Aberdeen called for another demonstration against the business. Approximately 6 demonstrators arrived.

This time, Jewish Human Rights Watch was present to catch the protestors on camera.

This is the head of Aberdeen SPSC Fiona Napier speaking with one of the other boycotters. According to his Facebook profile his name is Gavin Turpie.

This is one of his posts:

Turpie frequently promotes anti-Semitic conspiracy theory.
The above image was posted in direct response to the horrific Manchester terror attack on 22nd May. The Manchester attack was carried out by Zionists it seems. Note too Angus Neil Maclean ‘liked’ the image. It was Turpie who posted the image of ‘deception’ that was we showed earlier.

However, that is not the worst of it...

Turpie also promotes Holocaust denial.

We are again in the position of witnessing someone who promotes Holocaust denial, standing outside a shopping mall in the UK calling on British citizens to boycott a Jewish business. Standing in front of a SPSC banner of course.
Turpie was not alone. Self-declared communist George Blair was also present. Here is George also talking to the head of Aberdeen SPSC Fiona Napier:

These are some of his posts:

And more:

And another:

Of the six demonstrators, one does not appear to have an online account. One other has high level privacy settings. Two of the four accessed accounts returned anti-Semitic images. 50%. One of these promoted the denial of the Holocaust.
Jewish Human Rights Watch had observers at the scene. Fiona Napier and other demonstrators made passing jokes.

The truth is that these people stood with anti-Semites and Holocaust deniers boycotting a Jewish business. If you take the anti-Semitism away, there is almost nobody left.

The connection between street activity and rabid anti-Semitic conspiratorial thought is a constant. Here is a post from Mick Napier, proudly announcing his presence with a group from Glasgow SPSC. Napier tags three of the four people in the photograph.

Notice the group ‘Rothschild’s ISIS exposed’.
Aslam posts frequently about ISIS being no more than an Israeli invention. Aslam is also an avid 9/11 truther.

Some more posts:

You may remember Samantha Penman from the Christmas table at the beginning of the report. No surprise to see Penman actively trying to persuade people to boycott the Jewish state.

Here are some of Penman’s posts again:

Penman likes sharing David Icke conspiracy posts. The next post shared by Penman is truly hideous.
It discusses the reasons Jews have been persecuted, disputes the Holocaust narrative and concludes that Jews are responsible for all the evils of the world and must be opposed.

“I found out that the Jews are responsible for our wide-open immigration policies that have created the nightmare we call “multiculturalism,” “diversity,” inclusiveness” and “pluralism.”

“It is mostly they who push for race mixing and miscegenation, knowing full well that it would eventually lead to those of white European descent being minorities in their own countries and the eventual extermination of white European DNA”.

“What I have trouble understanding is why they continue this behavior in whichever society they live, knowing that eventually they will overplay their hand and their perfidy will be exposed yet again. Has history taught them nothing?”

“As more and more people become aware of what is going on and who is responsible for it, anger is going to rise as it already has in the former Soviet Union and eastern European countries. They may control television, movies and the print media, but they don’t control the internet. At least not yet. Blogs and websites devoted to “outing” the Jewish supremacists will be their future downfall.

If everyone who sees this information passes it on to at least one other person, the crimes and misdeeds of the Jewish supremacists and Zionists will be exposed. Please, do your part. Pass it on. Our world as we know it is counting on you.”

This is hard-right Nazi ideology proudly walking Glasgow’s Streets, telling Scottish people to boycott the Jewish state. Mick Napier proudly shares the image.

On 27th May, the Wellington Church in Glasgow hosted an event:

The Church has a 2000-year-old history of persecuting Jews and fuelling anti-Semitism. Some churches have tried to build bridges between the communities, others continually play host to rabid Jew haters.

Jolanta, who posted in the thread and took a lift with ‘Billy Hendry’ is extremely active and is listed in detail later.

These are some of Hendry’s posts:
As seems to be common within SPSC circles, Bill Hendry has a problem with the Holocaust.

And this ‘Hitler was right’ post:

The opening lines include comments about Germans owing all their misfortunes to ‘International Jewry’.

Hendry is highly active. Aside from the church event, he also seems to have demonstrated at two separate SPSC events during May.
Hendry is clearly conflating anti-Semitism with support for the Palestinians, which is hardly a surprise for someone who seems to think Hitler had a point and would protest against an Israeli ambassador.

In the first of those images on the previous page (SPSC Glasgow event May 26 Buchanan Steps, Glasgow) Hendry was pictured with Saeed Sarwar. Meet Sarwar.

Sarwar and Hendry have just been highlighted. Also marking attendance at the event was Samantha Penman who has already appeared twice in this report. Jolanta Hadzic was also apparently present and will be dealt with shortly. Another listed demonstrator was Elizabeth Saor Alba - one of those at the Christmas dinner table.

Here is a reminder of some of her posts:
That is five of the SPSC Glasgow demonstrators posting anti-Semitic conspiracy theory, Jew hatred and Holocaust denial. We do not know how many people exactly turned up at the demonstration on the Buchanan Steps, but it wasn’t many.

This is an image from the SPSC Glasgow site:

![Image of demonstrators posting anti-Semitic materials](image1.jpg)

It is unfortunate we cannot quantify this properly, nor access a tagged list of demonstrators to check others attending. The statistic looks as if it would be high.

Even though Glasgow SPSC do not have a large number of activists on the streets, it is apparent many of those who respond to the SPSC promote deeply anti-Semitic ideology online. There are still more, linked to Glasgow SPSC events, that we have yet to list.

Mohammed Tahir Irshad was also at the Celtic event mentioned earlier.

And another from Irshad:
The link between conflating Jew hatred with sympathy for Palestinians is in evidence constantly. Here is another image from Glasgow SPSC:

Tagged in the image are some people we have already met. Samantha Penman (when you understand the persecution of Jews, you have a lot of motivation to appear at every event) and Elizabeth Soar Alba. Let us see some others...

Meet Jim Henry: 9/11, Zionist Rothschild and a fixation with Jewish victims.

And Yasser Othman: 9/11 conspiracy and the Khazar theory.

More from Othman: ‘Exposing the Talmud’ and a ‘Bakri is Jewish’ and ‘Mossad ties to Woolwich’ post:
Of the 11 people tagged (12, but one is tagged incorrectly), four returned positive identification of vile anti-Semitic conspiracy theory and deeply offensive anti-Jewish posts. 36%. And that isn’t accounting for those that have privacy settings that didn’t allow access. Welcome to the Glasgow SPSC ‘team’.

Remember, that is not the description applied by this research, it is the description given to that image by the SPSC.

Here is Mick Napier, sending a personal invite to Nidal Salim to attend a Glasgow SPSC event:

Jolanta Hadzic has been referenced several times already in this report. Hadzic is a key individual in the SPSC. She was present at several of the events already covered.

Frequently on the streets of Edinburgh, this is an image from Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow on 24th June 2017.
And this is one of her posts:

Regarding her connection, this image speaks for itself: ‘Second home’.

And here is some of her activity:

At least those who saw these stickers across Edinburgh protesting the ‘Shalom Festival’ should be aware of the ideology of the person who spread hundreds of them across the city. The Shalom Festival is the subject of the second case study.
Here are some more posts:

And some more:

And another one:

As Jolanta was at the stall on 24th June along with Ishaq Aslam, we can see that two out of the three people manning the SPSC Glasgow stall post unacceptable anti-Semitic material.

Posts about global Jewish conspiracy theory, Israel kidnapping Ukrainian children, that the Jews are responsible for the attacks in Europe, about Jewish money and Holocaust denial.

This is what ‘spreads the word’ each week on Glasgow’s streets. 66%.

Here is an exchange between activist Kimberley Anne and Elijas Kasha. It is taken at a demonstration, but the conversation refers to the Saturday stall in Glasgow.

Kasha is also clearly SPSC active. Here are some of his posts:
As is sometimes the case, the depth of anti-Semitism may not be clear from the last image. The text in the article contained these messages:

“Here zionists jews in England owed the government lots of money, on top of these bankers were the rothchilds, so they went to the British government and said we won't accept germans win this war,”

“In October 1916 the u.s joined the war under the pressure of Jewish bankers”

“The message was sent to the rothchilds specifically, who own 80% of israel now, you may also be familiar with this family because they own more than 70% of the federal reserve and have an enormous amount of influence on politics and events all over the world.”

Another activist who had exchanges on Facebook about helping with the stall was Amineh Abu-Zayyad.

Here are some posts:
Case Study 1

JACKIE WALKER EVENT
30 March 2017
As most British Jews have become uncomfortable with what is clearly rampant anti-Semitism in anti-Israel activism, movements such as the PSC and SPSC are investing funds in countering the charge. They seek people who claim some type of Jewish heritage, to argue protesting Israeli policy isn’t anti-Semitism (nobody says that it is). Jackie Walker is one of those who are now, inadvertently or not, building a career out of protecting anti-Semites.

Walker recently did a tour for SPSC. On 30th March 2017 Walker was hosted at the Unison Glasgow City Branch by Glasgow SPSC.

Jolanta ran to Glasgow to attend an event all about how anti-Semitism doesn’t exist.

There is irony in Jacqueline Walker hugging someone who promotes Holocaust denial at an event to suggest that accusations of anti-Semitism are invented.

As we have seen several of Hadzic’s posts, there is no need to revisit them. After the event, Hadzic posted this image taken whilst there:

Two activists are tagged. Alba ‘Palestina’ Romano and Andy Young. Romano posts about how anti-Semitism is just an Israeli ‘trick’.

Alba is highly active. On a day when he was unable to attend a demonstration, (Court, Glasgow, 6/6/17), he posted a message directly to Mick Napier:
Here is an image from another event protesting Israeli Ambassador Regev’s trip to Scotland:

Mick Napier
Soaked to the bollocks, having missed my bus. Wanted to be up for the duration today. Tomorrow?

These are just some of his posts:

Both posts above are brutally anti-Semitic, with the one on the left pushing a Holocaust denying Nazi narrative.

“Move on a few years and Judea declared war on Germany in 1933. The Jews almost brought Germany to her knees. On the back of all this Hitler rose to power and exacted retribution on the enemies of his country, who, on two occasions had brought that proud nation to her knees... the Jews. But the Jews are the perpetual victims and have made a whole industry out of it.”

“After the war the six million figure was quoted again and again, despite the official Red Cross figures stating the death tolls in the so called death camps to be 273,000 and mainly as a result of malnourishment and typhus in the last days of the war.”
Alba also spreads other anti-Semitic conspiracy theories:

And as the UK mourns the horrific attack in Manchester, SPSC activists spread vile false flag theories.

Andy Young was also in the photo with Alba and Hadzic and present at an event to promote the idea that anti-Semitism in the SPSC is a myth.

Young was at another event in May and is SPSC active:
So far, we have three names attached to the event. The problem with such research is that SPSC and Scottish anti-Israeli activists do not frequently tag. It makes identifying activists difficult. Sometimes someone comes along and lends a hand.
We are now provided with another eleven names. One of those is Martin Milligan who we encountered in the Dumbarton page.

The image with the tags was posted by Akhtar Khan. Here is one of Khan’s posts on the global Zionist monster.

A visit to the article above swiftly highlights the virulent anti-Semitic thought behind it. And then there are these from Khan:

Another name tagged is Liz Naodha. Naodha is active and tagged here in another image:

Here are some of her posts:
Five of the tagged accounts were hidden behind a privacy wall. Of the fourteen people in total that we can assume were at the event, six have posted about Jewish global conspiracy. 43%. Of the accessible accounts, 64%.

This discounts others who promote anti-Semitism, but shared less than the required number of such posts.

The event page on the Glasgow SPSC website provides additional names:

Mohammed Tahir Irshad, Samantha Penman, Barry Dalgleish and Saeed Sarwar.

All four have been included already in this report. In total, with the event page attendees, the research identified a list of 55 people, listed or tagged, as having been at the Jackie Walker event.

Of those, 21 accounts were not accessible because of privacy issues. The sample size for this case study, was therefore 34 people who are listed as having attended an event belittling anti-Semitism.

Twelve of the thirty-four have already been discussed in this research.

1. Jolanta Hadzic p83-87
2. Alba Romano p93-97
3. Andy Young p97-99
4. Mohammed Tahir Irshad p79-80
5. Samantha Penman p17-18
6. Barry Dalgleish p20-21
7. Saeed Sarwar p76
8. Liz Naodha p101
9. Akhtar Khan p100
10. Martin Milligan p24-31
11. Maureen McCurley p31-32
12. Steve Davie p15-16

Meet another attendee: ‘Bash Ghengis’

‘Ghengis’, although attending a meeting about the fiction of anti-Semitism, also promotes Holocaust denial:

Although the post (not comments) indicates that the video might just be little more than the ‘Ha’avara agreement’, the video is worth watching properly to understand.

The explicitly mentioned premise in the video was that the Holocaust was a Nazi-Zionist collaboration. The concentration camps were run by Zionist Jews to punish non-Zionist Jews or convert them to Zionism. The German leaders were executed by the Zionists to keep the secret and thus the Zionists came to rule the world.

The speaker claims there are Israelis who believe that there should be an Adolf Hitler statue in Israel to recognise his contribution to the creation of the state.
So as to show Ghengis is real (even if the name is not), and an activist, here is another post:

This seems to have been taken at the protest for the Shalom Festival on 17th August in Edinburgh. Ghengis is clearly an SPSC activist.

Ghengis is not the only person sharing posts about Holocaust denial attending an event that belittles the existence of anti-Semitism. Steve Davies is listed on the SPSC Glasgow page as having attended. As we saw earlier, in the section on the Christmas table, Davies posted this:

Hadzic shared a post claiming the total killed in the Holocaust was under 200,000. Penman blamed the Holocaust on the Jews for their own perfidy and Romano shared a post that also promoted a total death count of under 300,000 and implied the gas chambers did not exist. All this and the SPSC suggest the anti-Semitism charge is all a Zionist fabrication.

Ghulam Younis is listed as attending.
The top left image is a video of a hard-core conspiracy theorist. The second image refers to Zionist media control. The final image infers terrorist attacks are staged.

All this within a mindset that ‘Zionists’ rule of course. On the following page is another image, also posted by Younis, that does not fit the criteria for the report. It has been posted here to highlight how crass and vulgar anti-Israel activism is.

This post went viral:

An image from the IMEMC.ORG website to be shared every time that Deir Yassin is mentioned. The only problem of course is that the image is not from Deir Yassin at all. It is from the concentration camp at Nordhausen.

The photo is taken in the yard of the Boelcke Barracks, a subcamp of Mittelbau-Dora in Nordhausen, apparently on 12th April 1945. Using images of concentration camp victims to create propaganda against Israel.
Two also listed via the event page as having attended, are Heather Young and Tim Cox Hall:

This brings a total of unacceptable posts from sixteen people from the thirty-four accounts checked. However the last two, Heather Young and Tim Cox Hall, could not be verified as being genuine attendees. Because of this they will not be included in the statistical breakdown. This leaves a total of fourteen activists from thirty-two attendees who have posted and shared various anti-Semitic messages including several who deny or ridicule the Holocaust.

**Statistical breakdown**

Given the detailed breakdown explained earlier. The 32 activists listed as present at the event:

![Event attendees](image)

This reinforces the findings from the PSC event in London on 6th February.

*anti-Semitic posts refer to the criteria for inclusion. At least three posts must have been found. Some of the 56% counted as ‘no evidence’ had posted anti-Semitic material, but did not cross the threshold for inclusion.*
It is clear from the Jackie Walker event that there is a problem in the SPSC, and in anti-Israel activity generally. Walker cannot speak to a room, half full of people who post and promote anti-Semitic ideology and suggest that anti-Semitism doesn’t exist. The SPSC, flying the banner of ‘anti-Semitism is a crime’ as they do, should apologise for hosting the event. Walker too should apologise for belittling anti-Semitism and creating dangerous divisions in society.

This a post from SPSC Edinburgh in relation to the (what was then) upcoming visit of Mark Regev. Thirteen people in total are tagged in the image.

As we can see by the image, people are being taken in by a false argument that anti-Semitism is not rampant in anti-Israel activism. So, when Jews like myself protest Holocaust denial and rabid anti-Semitism, in the eyes of those that are duped, we become the problem.

This is a dangerous game. Given the level of anti-Semitism that was present at this event, and the fact that it was a foreseeable outcome, it is damning that the event was ever given permission to go ahead.

END OF CASE STUDY 1
And more (a slight name-change during the research):

Meet Janet Bathgate:

Meet Tam Vite:

Ali Jaber cannot statistically be counted, even though he posted this about ‘The Zionist Matrix of power’.
Meet Ghazi Haib:

Two of the thirteen tagged accounts are non-accessible (due to privacy settings). Of the remaining eleven, posts from four accounts are listed above. Bill Mair can be included and evidence of his posts are contained within the section on SPSC Fife. This totals five from eleven. 45%. Even then we had to discard Ali Jaber’s deeply anti-Semitic post about global Zionist control and the Holocaust.

Edinburgh SPSC have other activists. Here is a post from Alan Keely at a protest.

Here is another from Keely
The article above on the left begins like this:

“As surprising as it may sound, the only intentional mass extermination program in the concentration camps of WW2 was targeted at Germans.”

Keely was at the demonstration against the ‘Shalom Festival’ on 16th August 2016. Yet another activist pushing hard-core anti-Semitism and Holocaust denial on the streets of Scotland, protesting against Israel and conflating Jew hatred with sympathy for Palestinians.

Here is Caroline Okal sharing a post by Ishaq Aslam over Ambassador Mark Regev’s visit to Scotland.

That indicates that Ishaq Aslam, from the Glasgow SPSC stall, was there with the SPSC to protest against Regev in Edinburgh.
Here are some of Okal’s posts:

A reminder of Aslam:

Nadeem Haq is another anti-Israel activist. Here he is on the streets of Scotland with the Palestinian flag.

Here is a call to protest the Regev visit:
And here are some of his posts.

As the UK mourns the recent terror attacks, Nadeem Haq posts that the London terror attack was an inside job.

The scary element of this research, is that we are not dealing with those who have been selectively picked from large crowds. Only a few people turn up at these events. Yet whichever action is researched, rampant anti-Semitism is present.

David Salvador watching Jackie Walker on the steps of Nicholson Square church:
And some more:

The Titanic post deserves special mention. It is the first time I have seen the Titanic linked to a sinister plot to create the Federal Reserve and thus begin a tale of conspiratorial global domination.

These are some links taken from a post on the ‘Illuminati’ that Salvador shared in November 2015:

The Facebook group SPSC Edinburgh, doesn’t see much response. Not even to a post asking for assistance. Perhaps because of this, a second group ‘Edinburgh action for Palestine’, runs a regular stall. SPSC Edinburgh did recently advertise a street stall. Four people responded that they were interested/going: Helen Skulina, Patricia Athen, Kish Tadhg Lennon and Suzanne Chalmers.

Patricia Athena was previously mentioned in the Dundee group.

As a reminder, this was one of her posts:

We have recently met Suzanne Chalmers:

The image on the left was shared by Chalmers on 24th January. The YouTube video links to classic ‘Jews rule the world’ conspiracy. The link is here. There is little the Jews are not blamed for. Of the four who registered interest two returned anti-Semitic posts. 50%. What is scary, is that with the SPSC, this figure is not adjusted for non-accessible accounts, and therefore might be higher.
Chalmers was also at the Mark Regev protest:

Another activist at the Mark Regev protest was Khaled Khalil:

Khalil was also at another Edinburgh SPSC event on 19th May:

These are some of Khalil’s posts:
And some more:

Sharing David Icke posts, blaming ‘Zionists’ for ISIS and sharing a post about Jews having been kicked out of 69 ‘civilised countries’.

This after two posts about hidden and sinister global Jewish financial control.

The ‘Share for the sake of Palestine post’, is typical of the Jewish control ideology. The Jews forced the US into the First World War. It goes on to blame the Jews for the Second World War. It is part of a larger video. Freedman, of course, is a well-known Holocaust denier.

Hale Armani was also listed as attending the SPSC Regev protest and tagged into photos of the event. On the following page are some of Armani’s posts:
Another listed attendee at the SPSC Regev protest was **Kirsty Shirlaw.** Here are some posts:

**And another:**

**And another from Shirlaw:**

As the research continued, every image of activists on the street that was encountered followed a similar pattern:

This from the ‘Rothschild owns 85% of Israel’ link:

"Sometimes the truth is stranger than fiction. Those who financed the world wars, and the Holocaust, are the ones who own 85% of Israel! Are you beginning to understand who is behind most of the suffering of our world? I don't think any real Jew will be offended by what I wrote because the real Jew believes this."

"The kind of information being censored is not “racism,” it is information thatsmashes the pillars of the NWO. Here is some information that the Jewish establishment fears most:

The “holocaust” story is a complete fabrication, created by the international banking mob which is totally Jewish.”

As the research continued, every image of activists on the street that was encountered followed a similar pattern:

Four people are included in this image.
We have already discussed Chris Doc, from West Dunbartonshire and Bill Mair appeared earlier (see section on SPSC Fife). In this image Isaam Hijjawi is also tagged. Here are Isaam’s posts

As much as the anti-Semitic posts are a constant, so too are the denials:

That from someone who posts about Jewish mafia and Icke conspiracies:

Issam Hijjawi is Chair of the Association of Palestinians in Scotland.

A QUESTION FOR THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT

The final question regarding Edinburgh is directed to the Members of the Scottish Parliament.

On 18th May 2017, Ambassador Mark Regev was due to visit the Scottish Parliament. SPSC called a demonstration in protest:

Details

Ambassador of apartheid, ethnic cleansing and incremental genocide in Gaza, Mark Regev is coming to the Scottish Parliament as a guest of arch-Zionist Ken Macintosh MSP.

Join the protest any time from 10am.

Demonstration called by Scottish PSC and Association of Palestinian Communities. Email campaign@scottishpacs.org.uk to support / get involved in organising.

Given the images from the event, there was a small crowd.
Who was there? These three for example: Sarwar (p73), Hendry (p70) and Aslam (p67).

And others present:

A reminder of their posts:
Other local activists who were listed as ‘going’ via the event posted on the SPSC Facebook page, but posted no physical evidence of attendance. These are all hard-core activists.

Patricia Athena, Kirsty Shirlaw, Manuel Cifuentes Jeldes, Rob Paterson, Jolanta Hadzic and Samantha Penman.
Holocaust denial, rabid hard-core anti-Semitism, global Jewish control. One after the other.

Two more from earlier in the report are also on the list. Jolanta Hadzic and Samantha Penman:

It was impossible to build a statistical gauge on the number of attendees who share vile anti-Semitic posts. The number would have been high, but there were simply not enough people tagged in the images.

Of those that were tagged or posted evidence of attendance, well over 50% had shared such posts. The thought that several posters sharing Holocaust denial material turned up unchallenged to protest the Israeli Ambassador outside a Parliament building in the UK is quite sickening.

Given this, it must be noted that several members of the Scottish Parliament came out in solidarity. However, they did not come out in opposition to the racism and anti-Semitism, but in solidarity with those that promote it.

The questions that must be asked: Would Scotland accept without challenge, people who are openly racist against blacks to stand by the Parliament building and protest the arrival of an Ambassador from an African state? As Holocaust deniers and anti-Semites gathered en-masse to protest the attendance of the Israeli Ambassador, why did Scottish politicians come outside to stand alongside in solidarity, not with the Jews, but with those that spread posts about Holocaust denial and Jewish global control?
Case Study 2

THE SHALOM FESTIVAL
In August 2016, as part of the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, an event was scheduled to celebrate Israeli culture. It was a full day event, and several Israeli acts were due to appear.

SPSC responded by calling for a protest outside of the event ‘No to Brand Israel at Edinburgh Festival’ and asked members from all over Scotland to come to protest.

This took place on the same day as the Celtic match (17th August). Some activists were at Edinburgh for the protest during the day, and then went to Glasgow to protest at the match.

Given the publicity SPSC gave this protest, it is unsurprising that so many of the activists from the different branches attended.

**Method**

Using the event page of the protest, Facebook search engine and tagged photographs from the event, an initial check was made to attempt to identify those who attended the event. This ‘filtered’ sweep gathered seventy-six potential attendees.

A more intense ‘second’ check, led to fifteen of those seventy-six people being discarded either because of privacy settings, lack of political content, that they were not posting in English, or because on further investigation they did not seem to have been in the UK at the time.

This left a total of sixty-one people still attached to the event. Therefore, the sample size for this research was sixty-one people who had indicated they had attended the Shalom Festival protest.

The event started at 10:00, and Bill Mair’s ‘120 SPSC protestors’ post went up after 15:00. 120 is a fair number to use as a guide.

Given that the total number of protestors was suggested to be 120, the research captured a significant proportion of the total.

Aside from registering for the event or being tagged, this shows some examples the research used as additional evidence of actual attendance (simply registering was not considered enough – a second identifier was sought).
Many of the people already included in this report attended the Edinburgh festival.

Examples of their posts can be found within the section they originally appeared in. Because of the size and depth of the research, there is no guarantee of 100% accuracy, however the strength of this argument is made by the sheer volume of the results. Even if one or two minor errors have been made, it cannot deflect from a truly horrific picture.

**Name of activist**

- Akhtar Khan
- Alan Keely (H)
- Alba Palestina Romano (H)
- Barry Dalgleish
- Bash Ghengis (H)
- Bill Mair
- Chris Doc
- David Salvador
- Hale Armani
- Jolanta Hadzic (H)
- Liz Naodha
- Martin Milligan
- Samantha Penman (H)
- Steve Davies (H)
- Suzanne Chalmers
- Tam Vite
- Elizabeth Saor Alba
- Gail Mackenzie
- Janet Bathgate
- Manuel Cifuentes Jeldes (H)
- Maureen Mccurley
- Jackie Walker
- Edinburgh
- West Dunbartonshire
- Christmas table
- Edinburgh
- Edinburgh
- Glasgow
- Jackie Walker
- West Dunbartonshire
- Christmas table
- Christmas table
- Edinburgh
- Edinburgh
- Christmas table
- Jackie Walker
- Edinburgh
- Celtic
- West Dunbartonshire
This provides twenty-one activists at the Edinburgh protest who spread anti-Semitic ideologies. The ones with an (H), are those also posting Holocaust material (7/21).

Then there were those at the event not yet uncovered by the research. Example: Hamde Abu Rahma:

Here are some posts:

“Israel is always behind all the crimes things that happens on this world”. …..252 likes, 208 shares.

Another seven listed as being present include Mohammed Asif (H), Moses Ali, Nidal Salim, Paul Gribbin, Carol Bathgate, Craig Falconer, Isam Hijjawi. As an example of secondary evidence, if you revisit the image on the bottom of page 138, you will see both Asif and Hijjawi are mentioned.

Some example images from these seven activists include:
Thirty activists including Michael Rabb (H):
The final activist identified is not SPSC, but rather highlights what turns up when the anti-Israel soldiers are activated. Meet Alison Chabloz (H):

Alison is currently on trial in London after posting a grossly offensive video on YouTube called ‘Survivors’ that mocks, belittles and denies the Holocaust.

This is the chorus:

“Tell us another, Come on, my brother
Repeat the cover, For tribal gain
Safe in our tower, Now is the hour
Money and power, We have no shame”
This brings us to a total of thirty-one activists at the Edinburgh protest who had shared several anti-Semitic posts.

Statistical breakdown

Given the detailed breakdown explained earlier. There were sixty-one activists listed as present at the event. Thirty-one of them were found to have posted anti-Semitic images, promoting global conspiracy theory, ideas about global Jewish domination or Holocaust denial.
THE KING – MICK NAPIER

Mick Napier is Secretary of the SPSC. He is its figurehead and the person representing the group that you are most likely to see in the media. Napier is currently on trial for actions taken against Israeli-run businesses in Scotland. On 18th June he was a speaker at the Al Quds rally, talking in the presence of those waving the Hezbollah flag.

Many of those included in this report are friends of his on Facebook. Many of those included in the PSC report published in February are also friends of his on Facebook.

Here is what he says on anti-Semitism:

Napier says there is no tolerance for anti-Semitism within the SPSC. In fact, he mocks it and creates events which shields hard-core anti-Semitism in the very group he controls.

Whenever he tags photos, whenever he goes to events, wherever he stands, he is always surrounded by Holocaust deniers, conspiracy theorists and anti-Semites.

At the Edinburgh protest, ten people who turned up promote Holocaust denial. Ten.

The only club that brings them all together is the SPSC. Over 50% of the activists at the same event share hard-core anti-Semitic conspiracy theory.

At every stall, at every demonstration and at every event those people are significantly represented. The research highlighted anti-Semitism everywhere - in Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dumbarton, Fife, Dundee, Inverness and Aberdeen.

Given how surrounded Napier is by such twisted ideologies, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that either he is deliberately ignoring the hatred of Jews that surrounds him or he is galactically stupid.
RADIOHEAD

As this report was preparing to go to print, SPSC called for another demonstration regarding Radiohead's upcoming concert in Israel. Jolanta Hadzic posted this image.

Jolanta Hadzic has previously shared material that suggests that only a few hundred thousand died in the Holocaust. The only person tagged in the image was Erika Coey Ali.

The video on the left is used to suggest Jews ‘knew’ about the six million before the Holocaust. The image on the right blames the Jews for 9/11, creating ISIS and denies the Holocaust:

“The “holocaust” story is a complete fabrication, created by the international banking mob which if totally Jewish.”
This is from the ‘Yahweh’s Chosen’ link on the previous page:

“ed note–No, not a ‘Khazar’ thing nor a ‘Talmud’ thing, but something going back thousands of years as an open conspiracy for all to study and understand for themselves, to wit–

‘And God said to Moses ‘Tell the Israelites that both men and women alike are to ask their Egyptian neighbors for all their silver and gold. . .’ And so the Israelites did as instructed and asked the Egyptians to lend them all their gold and silver, which the Egyptians did, and the Israelites therefore plundered them. . .’–The Book of Exodus”.

Patricia Athena was present, in a red top and holding the Radiohead banner.

Athena was listed in the Dundee section. This Holocaust denying video was one of her posts:

Samantha Penman took the images that Patricia Athena shared. Penman (from the Christmas table section) had shared this:

“I had not known that throughout history, the Jews had been expelled from 79 countries, some countries more than once.

I had not known that many of the claims they made about the Holocaust that I had believed unquestioningly for so long were in fact fraudulent.

The books I had read and the movies I had seen about the “Holocaust” and wept over were nothing but thinly veiled attempts to garner unwavering sympathy for the state of Israel and an excuse to extort billions of dollars from Germany and 1.25 billion dollars from the Swiss banks.”

The image shows less than twenty protestors. We have no way of identifying most of the other sixteen. For example, the person on the left in the main photo, seems to be Barry Dalgleish (Christmas table). However, we cannot confirm this. We do know the four we have identified have all shared abhorrent anti-Semitic material that openly denies the Holocaust. Mick Napier, of course, was standing alongside them.

The anti-Radiohead activity made the local press in Scotland. These people furthered their cause. None of the media attention, of course, highlighted the deeply anti-Semitic views of some of the protestors.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS
This research is not arguing that sympathy for Palestinians equates to anti-Semitism. But the research does support the existence of a correlation between anti-Semitism and anti-Israel activity. The more active someone is towards fighting against Israel, the more likely it is that anti-Semitism is present.

The figure this research places on that eventuality is well over 40%. That suggests that at an event that gathers a hundred people to wave the Palestinian flag, at least forty or fifty promote global Jewish conspiracy theory.

Unfortunately, this figure may also be a low estimate, because for this research the bar was set unnaturally high, and only a part of online activity could be seen.

Whilst nobody is suggesting 40% plus of British citizens follow an anti-Semitic world vision, the research suggests that the more ‘hard-core’ the activism, the more likely it is that an anti-Semitic world vision is involved.

At a basic level of an event bringing an interesting speaker to a city, the high attendance will dilute the level of anti-Semitic thought. As we progress through the activities, into street demonstrations, promoting boycotts and setting up street stalls, it is suggested the more radical the action the higher the concentration levels of believers in Jewish conspiracy theory.

Those on the streets seeking ‘converts’ are most likely to be anti-Semitic.

**The inevitable conclusion is that anti-Semitic tendency is a primary driver of anti-Israel activism**

Following on from this initial observation, we can make the following statement:

**There is a strong probability that those who are introduced to anti-Israel material by SPSC activists on the streets are being influenced by people who adhere to an anti-Semitic mindset.**

And it follows that:

**Anti-Israel activists seek to persuade the public that their world view is worthy of general support.**

And therefore:

**Much of this activity seeks to spread anti-Semitic thought.**

SPSC will no doubt claim they are not responsible for the branches, or the individuals that attach themselves to them. This, however, is disingenuous. These people are those that run their stalls. The ones they themselves tag in photos, the ones they call when they want people to attend demonstrations. If these people are not the SPSC - then who are?

They rely on a tiny minority of ignorant Jewish supporters to provide cover for blatant and rabid global conspiracy theory, Holocaust denial and other anti-Semitic ideologies.

This research highlights that by the time someone picks up a megaphone to enter a shop to denounce trade with the Jewish state, there is a high probability that the fuel driving the action is anti-Semitism.

What does this message send about the BDS activists? We have seen on several occasions, people who apparently subscribe to dark, anti-Semitic ideology shouting out in public about boycotting Jewish goods. This is not 1930s Germany, and there is no reason to accept such behaviour, regardless of the cause it attempts to hide behind.

The research clearly supports the findings of the February 2017 English PSC report. Where the Palestinian flag is waved in the UK, unacceptable hatred of Jews is almost always present.

## APPENDIX A

**Sample links:**

- [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rzt_leS1GcE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rzt_leS1GcE)
- [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sbKAREqGcQ](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sbKAREqGcQ)
- [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bR-vWuYhDSE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bR-vWuYhDSE)
- [http://smoloko.com/?p=12230](http://smoloko.com/?p=12230)
- [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MltT4bSaRM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MltT4bSaRM)
- [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWQyQX9CK2g&feature=share](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWQyQX9CK2g&feature=share)
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